
Flips Dynamics 1 (Exercises)
CIMPA School (Isfahan)

Exercise 0. Compute the height function induced by the tiling below.

Exercise 1. Compute the minimal tiling of the domain below, using the algorithm given in the
lecture.

Exercise 2. What is the minimal number of necessary local flips to pass from tiling below below
to an another one ?

What can we say about the position of T ′ in the lattice of tilings ?
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Exercice 3. We are given a domain D of the planar grid, such that edges on the boundary are
colored, either in Red or Blue.

We are interested in the following problem: is it possible to tile D with 1 × 1 squares, each of
these square with two Blue edges and two Red edges, in such a way that there is no color conflict on
edges?

a) Assume that it is possible. Take such a tiling. Define a height function for encoding this
coloring (check the consistence of this height function)

If you have no idea, there is a hint1 (but it is better to try without using it).

b) Use this height function to solve the problem, following ideas used in the lecture for domino
tilings :

• define some local flips,

• direct local flips according to the height function,

• take a tiling T on which no downwards flips is possible; check that for each interior vertex v,
there exists a neighbor v′ of v such that hT (v

′) = hT (v) + 1.

• give an algorithm for constructing T (or claiming that there is no tiling).

Exercice 4. We now restrict the problem of exercice 3 by only allowing tiles such that edges of
the same color share a vertex.

We define the height function as follows. We first take a colored version of Z as follows : for
i ∈ Z, edges [2i, 2i+ 1] are colored in R and edges [2i+ 1, 2i+ 2] are colored by B. Then, we define
hT (v) as follows: We take the word wP on the alphabet {R,B}, induced by a path P from O to v.
Let P ′ the path encoded by wP in Z our colored version of Z starting from 0.

Check that the study of exercice 3 still holds.

Exercice 5. We now want to study tilings of domains with horizontal and vertical bars formed
by 3 cells. We propose a height fonction as follows. To do this, paths are of Z2 staring from O
are encoded by words on the alphabet {h, v, h−1, v−1} (on for each possible direction). From this
encoding, we use paths on the (bi-infinite) graph below, starting from a fixed vertex O′ of height 0.

• define some local flips,
1(hint: try, for each (well) directed edge (v, v′); h(v′) = h(v)± 1 according to the coloring of [v, v′])
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• direct local flips according to the height function,

• take a tiling T on which no downward flip is possible;

• prove that the maximal value of hT is obtained on the boundary

• use the previous property to give an algorithm for constructing T (or claiming that there is no
tiling).
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